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Favorite Kid’s Books About Bats


Literary/fun:


Little Brown Bat #40, 2011
By Susan Dickerson Vinisky Illustrated by Linda Hendrickson
An endearing tale about a little bat who got a rough start in life. Inspired by one of Bat World's very own bats, Sticky!  

Stellaluna, Janell Cannon, Harcourt Brace & Co, 1993


Baby Bat’s Lullaby, Jacquelyn Mitchard, illus. Julia Noonan, Harper Collins, 2004


The Bat-Poet, Randall Jarrell, illus. Maurice Sendak, Harper Collins, 1964


Bat Loves the Night, Nicola Davies, illus. Sarah Fox-Davies, Candlewick Press, 2001


Silverwing (series of three books) Kenneth Oppel, Aladdin, 1997 (also the Silverwing Gallery http://www.kennethoppel.ca/silverwing%20gallery/html%20pages/g_mappage.htm)


Littlebat’s Halloween Story, Diane Mayr, Whitman & Co, 2001


Bats on Parade, Kathi Appelt, illus. Melissa Sweet, Morrow Jr. Books, 1999


Bat Jamboree, Kathi Appelt, illus. Melissa Sweet, Morrow Jr. Books, 1996


The Great Ball Game: A Muskogee Story, Bruchac & Roth, Dial Books for Young Readers, 1994 (this is one version of the Native American ball game legend)


Magic School Bus: The Truth About Bats, Scholastic, 1999


Outside & Inside Bats, Sandra Markle, Walker & Co, 1997


Eyewitness Junior: Amazing Bats, Frank Greenway, Alfred A Knopf, 1991


Welcome to the World of Bats, Diane Swanson, Whitecap Books, 1998


Science of Living Things: What is a Bat? Bobbie Kalman & Heather Lavigne, Crabtree, 1999


Bat, Caroline Arnold, Morrow Jr. Books, 1996 (lots of pictures of bats in bare hands though)


Resources for Educational Items: 


Speleobooks, www.batgoods.com


Mexican Free-Tailed Bat Emotion

Bat World Sanctuary




Lil' Drac Part One



Lil' Drac Part Two



Bat World Sanctuary


Mex Free-Tailed Bat Overview - BBC


Echolocation

BCI


Marcelo the Bat


Children are divided in between two groups, bats and explorers. Two adults will assign themselves as Marcelo(a) and the Doctor; Marcelo(a) will lead the bats and the Doctor, the explorers. Bats and Explorers will gear on with their costumes before beginning the play. Bats will place themselves in the ‘cave’, and Explorers will start in town. For distraction purposes, the gain-attention signal for Explorers will be looking out for the bats, and for Bats, it will be the flapping of ‘wings.’ Once mentioned, landmarks will be addressed by their numbers on script.

Characters


· Marcelo (adult)

· Doctor (adult)

· Bats (kids)

· Explorers (kids)

D: Now, some of you may wonder about the nature of bats, but have no fear! I, Doctor (insert own name), bat specialist extraordinaire is here! For any batty questions, I have chatty answers! At any point should you wander or be lost Explorers, simply place your hand above your eyes on the lookout for bats. Alright Explorers, are we ready to go explore and discover some bats? 


E: Yes!


D: Marcelo(a) and bats, are you ready and set in your cave? Marcelo(a) will explain the attention signal to bats.

M & B: yes!


D: Okay! Explorers, I’ve been told mysterious sounds and creatures come out of (insert name) cave. Can anyone say what those animals are? Does anyone know?

E: Bats! (If no answer, provide physical description: Can it fly? Is the animal big?)


D: Some townsfolk gave me a map, (show map), and said we must go through the (landmark 1), past the (landmark 2), and up the (landmark 3) to reach the cave. We’ve got a bit a ways to reach this cave. Explorers, can anyone tell me how to reach 1? What do you know of 1?

E: Yes! (allow students to describe the landmarks and town)

D: Oh, I think I saw 1 on my way here. Let’s follow the map and head over to 1!


(take students to assigned landmark 1)


(Repeat for however many landmarks you choose to have)


D: I think I see the cave! Explorers, can you see it? Can anyone point it out?


E: Yes! (students should point or signal at bat cave)


D: 




Across
1. An animal that is active at night is called _________________.
2. All bats can see; no bats are ___________.
3. The scientific name for bats, which means hand-wing, is ______________________.
4. A kind of bat whose face looks like a dog is a flying ___________.
5. A bat that feeds on insects is called  _________________.
6. Most mother bats produce only ________ (how many) baby a year.
7. Many bats spend part of the year living in  _________________.
8. Echolocation used by bats is a kind of _________________.


Down
1. The process of navigating and locating food using sound is called ________________.
2. A bat is a _________________________.
3. Nectar bats _______________ flowers, just like hummingbirds.
4. An animal that is disappearing is said to be _________________.
5. There are more than a ________________ (how many) kinds of bats.
6. A baby bat is called a ________________.
7. About 70% of all bats eat_____________.
8. A group of bats living together is called a ___________________.


Answers
Across: 1. nocturnal; 2. blind; 3, chiroptera; 4, fox; 5, insectivorous; 6, one; 7, caves; 8, sonar. 
Down: 1, echolocation; 2, mammal; 3, pollinate; 4, endangered; 5, thousand; 6, pup; 7, insects; 8, colony.


Choose
your
answers


blind


caves


chiroptera


colony


echolocation


endangered


fox


insects


insectivorous


mammal


nocturnal


one


pollinate


pup


sonar


thousand
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Bat Mask Activity
California leaf-nosed bat


Materials:


• Heavy paper


• Crayons or color markers


• Scissors


• Hole punch


• Elastic band or Popsicle stick


Background Information
One of the most fascinating aspects of bats is their facial anatomy. The great diversity of face types is


due to differences in lifestyle and diet. For example, some bats that feed on nectar need long, thin


faces to insert into flowers, while insect-eating bats have shorter muzzles and stronger jaws to chomp


down on insects.


Copy the mask on heavy paper or card stock, cut out the bat face, punch holes on both sides and


 attach elastic band to keep it in place. Or, you can glue Popsicle-type sticks to the inside bottom of


the mask so the child can hold it in front of his or her face. Children can use their imaginations when


coloring the masks. 


California leaf-nosed bat


This bat is called a “gleaner” because it snatches crickets, grasshoppers, beetles, moths and other


 insects off leaves or the ground as it flies above the desert floor. It has larger eyes than most


 insectivorous bats. Its huge ears, which give it excellent hearing, enable it to hear even the footsteps


of walking insects. The California leaf-nosed bat lives in the western United States and Mexico.







California leaf-nosed bat
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WELCOME

My passion for research began once upon a study abroad trip to Dominica, exploring the behavior of bats in a cave. When I untangled that first cute, squeaking, furry little bat, I became forever tangled with those of the bat species. 

After discovering a hidden talent for acting, the theatre world called my creative soul, and allowed me the rare view of audiences capturing the message of a performance. 

I began deliberating ways of combining my passions for bats and theatre, when after restless searching, Eco-theater came to mind. By creating performances about biodiversity, I would be more efficiently transmitting the message of conservation to audiences. I looked for similar works, but noted that there weren’t any drama activities about bats. With help from professors of both Texas A&M University’s Theatre and Wildlife & Fisheries department, I assembled a guide from a myriad of activities from both fields. 

This guide provides essential skills and knowledge of classroom education for kids through fascinating ambassadors, bats. School subjects are incorporated within the hands-on activities, creativity is encouraged with the role drama, and exposure to nature conveyed through the videos. 

You will find an overview page in each of the folders in this binder, providing information about the skills and knowledge associated with each activity.  This will help you pick what is best for your group. This guide will be improved, and materials may be added, through time.  
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Bat Sense - Nature Video
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Bat Names and Faces
There are more than 1,250 different kinds of bats in the world


and they come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. 


Color these unusual bat faces, then match them with their names.


Chapin’s Free-tailed Bat
(Africa)


Known for its “punk” look.


Tomes’ Sword-nosed Bat
(Central and South America)


A Latin American bat with a


long, pointed “leaf” on its nose.


Hammer-headed Fruit Bat
(Africa)


A fruit bat with a very distinctive head.


Spotted Bat
(United States)


A very colorful bat, this one is black 


with white spots and large, pink ears.


1


2


3


4


Answers: 3, 1, 4, 2
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PLEASE TELL ME YOUR OPINION!



HOW WELL DID YOU LIKE THIS ACTIVITY?

                                               



DID YOU LEARN ANYTHING?

                                               



DID YOU UNDERSTAND THE WORDS?

                                               



WAS  IT THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF TIME?

                                               






This bat wing activity will help your child to understand size, shape, and color. Additionally, this 
art activity will promote basic art skills and aid in fine motor development.


What You Need:
• Large sheets of black paper, preferably thick paper such as poster board
• Hole punch
• White crayon or chalk
• Scissors
• Black ribbon or yarn
• Glitter
• Glue
• Tempera paints
• Paint brush
 


What to Do:
1. Start by discussing bats with your child. It may be helpful to read a non-fiction book about 


bats or show her a few photographs. Ask her to describe what a bat looks like. Talk about 
the bat wings specifically in terms of shape, size, color, and function.


2. Now ask your child to use chalk or a white crayon to draw outlines of bat wings on the 
black paper. These should be large enough in size to fit her.


3. Help your child to cut the wings out.


4. Use the hole punch to punch three holes in each wing. The top and bottom holes will be 
for the shoulder straps. The middle holes will be used to fasten the wings together. Make 
sure that the holes are even and line up on each wing. This hole punching in this step 
should be done by an adult, but your child can help measure and mark where the holes 
should go.


5. Encourage your child to embellish the bat wings for a personalized touch. Have her use 
glitter in dark colors (such as purple and blue) along with glue and tempera paints to create 
texture and pattern.


6. Set aside the wings to dry.


7. Thread the ribbon through the holes. Each wing will have a shoulder strap that will be 
created by one piece of ribbon being threaded through the top and bottom holes. Connect 
the wings by threading another piece of ribbon through the middle hole on each wing, and 
then tying the two together.


After the bat wings are completed, adjust the arm strap ribbons to fit your child. Watch as she 
flies away into the world of Halloween pretend play!
 






My Evaluation Number ________



Educator Evaluation of the Bat Learning Activity



Please give us some feedback about how effective this learning activity was, by filling in the circle below that best indicates your opinion.



1. Students learned the subject matter.



2. Students learned skills.



3. Students understood the vocabulary. 





4. Materials were easy to gather .



5. The timing was about right.



6. This was an appropriate activity for this age range.



7. Students were engaged in the activity.



8. I would schedule another activity like this for these kids.



9. Any additional comments?

image1.jpeg






1. 2.


2.


1.


5.


5. 3.


6.


6.


4.


4.


3.


Across
1. Bats are the only kind of mammal that can ____________.
2. An animal that is disappearing is said to be ____________.
3. Most mother bats produce only ____________ (how many) baby each year.
4. A bat is a ____________.
5. Most bats are active only at ____________.
6. Many bats use ____________ to navigate and find food.


Down
1. Most bats in the world eat ____________.
2. ____________ are the only mammals that truly fly.
3. A baby bat is called a ____________.
4. A bat’s wing is very similar to our own ____________.
5. All bats can see, no bats are ____________.
6. Many bats spend at least part of the year living in ____________.


Answers
Across: 1. fly; 2. endangered; 3. one; 4. mammal; 5. night; 6. sound.
Down: 1. insects; 2. Bats; 3. pup; 4. hand; 5. blind; 6. caves.


Choose
your
answers


caves


sound


blind


night


hand


mammal


one


pup


endangered


bats


fly


insects






We Need Bats and Bats Need Us
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